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$G$ . $k$ $p>0$ , 1 $|G|$
$A,$ $B$ symmetric $\mathrm{k}$-algebra, $Z$(A) $A$ . $X$ A-B-
bounded complex $AX,$ $X_{B}$ . $X$
$k$-dual $X^{*}$ Linckelmann [3] 3
.
(1) Hochschild transfer associated with $X$ graded
$tx$ : $HH^{*}(B)arrow HH^{*}(A)$ . , $X$
$(kG)_{H},$ $H$ (kG), $x$ (kH) (
$H$ $G$ , $(kG)_{H}$ $kG-kH$- , $x$ $G$ ).
$H^{n}(H, k)\mathrm{r}arrow..H^{n}--(G, k)$ $H^{n}(G, k)arrow-|..H^{n}--(H, k)$





, $\delta_{G},$ $\delta_{H}$ ( Hochschild diagonal
embeding ([3] ) , $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{H,G)}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}_{G,H},$ $c_{x}$ transfer,
restriction, conjugation (inflation [ $X$ ( $^{\mathrm{a}}$).
(2) $HH^{n}(A)$ $HH^{n}(A)=\mathrm{E}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}_{A\otimes A^{o}}^{r\iota}(A, A)\cong \mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{K(A\otimes A^{\Phi})(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{A},\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{A[}}$n])
chain map ( , 1 A\otimes Ao-
$A$ projective resolusion, $[n]$ shift). : $[\zeta]\in HH^{*}(A),$ $[\tau]\in$
$HH^{*}(B)$ , $n$ $[\zeta]$
$X$-stable ( $[\tau]$ $X$ ‘-stable). , $X$-stable $HH^{*}(A)$
, $HH_{X}^{*}(A)$
$\zeta_{n}\otimes 1\mathrm{d}x\downarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{A}\otimes_{A}X--X\otimes_{B}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{B}$
$\{$ $1\mathrm{d}_{X}\otimes\tau_{n}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{A}[n]\otimes_{A}Xarrow X\otimes\sim B\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{B}[n]$,
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, { $A\otimes_{A}X\cong X\otimes_{B}B$ $X$ projective
resolution\leftarrow . $A$o\not\supset \otimes A $X,$ $X\otimes_{B}\mathscr{P}$B lif.t. $\zeta_{r\iota}.,$ $\tau_{r\iota}$ $[\zeta],$ [\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}] $n$
(3) $S$ $G$ $p$- . .
$H$ ‘ $(G, k)\cong\{[\zeta]\in H^{*}(S, k)|c_{x}$. $\circ \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}_{S,Q}[(]=\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}_{S^{x}Q},\cdot[\zeta]$ for $\forall Q\leq S,$ $\forall x\in G:$
$xQ\leq S\}$
$S$ $b$ $D$ , $b$-Brauer pairs
, $b$ $\underline{bloc}$kcohomologyalgebra .
$H^{*}(G, b)=\{[\zeta]\in H^{*}(D, k)|c_{x}\circ \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}_{D,Q}[\zeta]=\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}_{D^{x}Q},[\zeta]$ f$\mathrm{o}$r $\forall Q\leq D,$ $\forall x\in G$ :
$x.(Q, e_{Q})\leq(D, e_{D})\}$
, Linckelmann .
1.1.([3], [4]) notation .
(i) $t_{X}$ (1B) $\pi_{X}$ ( $t_{X}$ $Z(A)\cong HH$0(A), $Z(B)\cong HH$0(B)
$Z$ (B) $Z$ (A) ). $\pi_{X}\in Z$ (A), $\pi_{X}*\in Z$ (B) ,
$T_{X}=\pi_{X}^{-1}$ t$X$ : $HH_{X^{*}}^{*}(B)\cong HH_{X}^{*}(A)$ as k-algebras.
, $X$-stable ,
, (2) notation $T_{X}([\tau])=[\zeta]$ .
(ii) diagonal embeding $\delta_{G}$ : $H^{*}(G, k)arrow HH$\sim kG)
. $\prime i$ block $b$ source idempotent ( $[\underline{9}]$ ) . $\pi_{kGi}.,$ $\pi(kG.i)*$
,
$T_{kG\cdot i}\circ\delta$D: $H^{*}(G, b)\subseteq H^{*}(D, k)arrow HH_{(kGi)^{*}}^{*}(kD)arrow HH_{kG\cdot i}^{*}(kGb)$
1 1 .
(iii) $G,$ $H$ . $b,$ $c$ $D$ $G,$ $H$ , $D$
$Q$ $E_{G}$ ((Q, $e_{Q}$ ), $($D, $e_{D})$ ) $=E_{H}$ ( (Q, $f_{Q}.),$ $($D, $f_{D})$ ) (
, $E_{G}$ ((Q, $e_{Q}$ ), $($D, $e_{D})$ ) $=\{\varphi_{x}$ : $Qarrow D|\varphi_{x}$. $x$- for $x\in G\mathrm{s}$.t.
$x$ (Q, $eQ$ ) $\leq(D, e_{D})\}$ , $b,$ $c$ Brauer f ). , $X$ $kGb,$ $kHc$
splendid , stable ( ( Linckelmann




, $i,$ $j$ $b,$ $c$ source idempotents.
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2. Brauer –
$b$ $D$ $G$ : $c$ $N=N_{G}$ (D) $b$ Brauer
. .







, $\iota$ , $i,$ $j$ $b,$ $c$ source idempotents.
$X$ c.kGb . , Brauer
.
2.2. $b$ $D$ $G$ - $H$ $DC_{G}(D)\leq H\leq Nc(D)$
, $c$ $c^{G}.=b$ $H$ . ,
$T_{X}$ : $HH_{X^{*}}^{*}(kGb)\cong HH_{X}^{*}(kHc)$ as k-algebras.
1.1(i) $\pi_{X}$ \pi X . . $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}\dot{\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{r}t$x
.
2.3. (i) $e$ symmetric $k$-algebra $A$ central idempotent . k-
algebra $HH^{*}(A)\cong HH^{*}(Ae\rangle$ $\oplus HH^{*}(A(1-e))$ ,
$t_{Ae}$ : $HH^{*}(Ae)arrow HH^{*}(A)$ $t_{eA}$ : $HH^{*}(A)arrow HH^{*}(Ae)$ , ,
embeding projection .
(ii) $H$ $G$ . $Z(kG)\cong HH$0(kG), $Z$ ( k $H$) $\cong HH$0(kH)
0 $t_{H(kG)},$ $t$ (kG)H $Z$ (kG) $Z$ (kH)
.
$t_{H(kG)}(\alpha)=\eta_{H}(\alpha)$ $\mathrm{f}\dot{\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{r}\alpha\in Z(kG)$
$\ell\eta_{H}$ : $kGarrow kH$ $\eta_{H}(x)=x$ for $x\in H,$ $\cdot\eta_{H}(x)=0$ for $\prime x\in G-H$ . ,




$[G/H]x\beta x^{-1}=\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}_{H}^{G}(\beta)$ for $\beta\in Z(kH)$ .
.
2.3(ii) , 2.3 [3, Proposition 2.11] ,
$\pi_{X}=t_{ckGb}(b)=t_{ckH}\otimes_{\mathrm{A}H}$. H(kG)\otimes k\tilde $kGb(b)$
$=t_{ckH}\circ t_{H(kG)}\circ t_{kGb}(b)$
$=c^{l}\eta_{H}(b)$
, $\pi_{X}*=b\mathrm{T}\mathrm{f}_{H}^{G}$ (c) . ,
$c^{G}=b$ $\Leftrightarrow$
$c\eta_{H}$ (b) (e [5, $\mathrm{V}$ , 3.9] ).
, $b$ $c$ [1, Corollary 2.2.3] , $b\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}_{H}^{G}$ (c)
. , 1.1(i) 2.2 .
$X=ckG$b :
.
2.4. $X=ckG$b . (i), (ii) .
(i) $\delta_{D}(H^{*}(G, b))\subseteq HH_{jkGb}^{*}(kD)=HH_{j\prime kG\prime i}^{*}$ (kD).
(J-kGb-stable for $kD-kGb$- 0 $j\prime k$Gb $\Leftrightarrow jkGi$-stable for $kD-kD$- D jkGi)














(ii) $E_{G}$ ( (Q, $e_{Q}$ ), $($D, $e_{D})$ ) $=E_{H}$ ( (Q, $f_{Q}),$ $($D, $f_{D})$ ) for any $Q\leq D$ ( 1.1 (iii)
). , ckGb $KHj\otimes_{kQ}i$kG for some $Q\leq D$
( splendid , stable
, , Linckelmann , [2] [4] ).
3. X-stable
$X$-stable l [3]
3.1. (i) $A-A$- $A$ , $HH_{A}^{*}(A)=HH^{*}(A)$ .
(ii) $X,$ $Y$ 1 bounden complex . $X$ $Y$
, $HH_{X}^{*}(A)=HH_{Y}^{*}(A)$ .
$k$-algebras $A$ , $B$ derived $\Pi\overline{\mathrm{p}}$ { , $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}^{1}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}1\mathrm{d}$
Rickard ,
. block algebra . $A,$ $B$ $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}_{\mathrm{J}}$
non-simple symmetric $k$ -algebra . $X$ $A$ $B$ derived {
[4, Proposition 5.2] $\pi_{X},$ $\pi_{X^{t}}$ . 3.1, [3, Corollary 38]
1.1(i) .
32. $T_{\lambda’}$ : $HH^{*}(B)=HH_{X}^{*}$ $(B)\cong HH_{X}^{*}(A)=HH^{*}(A)$ as $k$-algebras,
$X$-stable .
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